


14.00-14.10: Welcome by Inger Askehave and Florence Villesèche
14.10-14.30: Introduction to bias and the special issue: Sara Louise 
Muhr 14.30-14.40: Gender bias in recruiting: Verena Witzig
14:40-14.50: Bias in language: Anna Franciska Einersen and Florence 
Villesèche
14.50-15.20: Response from practitioners and panel discussion: Hardip
Sohi-Bains, Lea Lønsted, Trine Ahrenkiel, Inger Askehave, Lea 
Katharina Reiss, Christina Lundsgaard Ottsen
15.20-15.35: Break
15.35-15.45: Bias and leadership aspirations: Florence Villesèche and 
Minna Paunova
15.45-15.55: From individual to organizational bias: Bontu Lucie 
Guschke and Jannick Friis Christensen
15.55-16.25: Response from practitioners and panel discussion: Hardip
Sohi-Bains, Lea Lønsted, Trine Ahrenkiel, Inger Askehave, Maria Clar, 
Christina Lundsgaard Ottsen
16.25-16.30: Thank you and closing words: Kai Storm
16.30- 17:30: Reception, entertainment by DJ Aviaja

Please make yourself comfortable, the event will start 
shortly. 

We will NOT be using the Q&A or Chat function during the 
event, nor will the event be recorded 

Happy Women’s Day 2021!

Program

Translating research into practice: 
Interrupting biases to promote 
diversity



Special issue edited by 

Maria Clar
Sara Louise Muhr
Lea Katharina Reiss
Kai Storm



The necessary (but biased) 
shortcuts
• An average adult person makes 35.000 decisions a day – or one 

every two seconds!
• Our brains have to make shortcuts that rely on categorizations in 

order to make sense of our surroundings
• The shortcuts are thus not problematic in and of themselves
• But the shortcuts rely on culturally and historically defined 

categories of difference (gender, race, class, age, sexuality)
• These categorizations are not as normal, natural, and neutral as 

we might think – but biased…



Research shows…

• Women and ethnic minorities are consistently evaluated lower than 
white men

• Female leaders are judged to be less likable – and not as good parents –
as male leaders

• Men experience bullying and harassment if they choose an active 
caretaker role or a ‘feminine’ profession

• 40 % of LGBT+ people are not out at work, 54 % remain closeted to 
clients and customers

• Average weight applicants  are preferred over overweight applicants in 
recruitment processes

• Applicants with a history of cancer are stereotyped as being less 
competent

• Applicants’ smoking habits influence the outcome of job interviews



Bias: An attempt of a definition…

§ Explicit bias: The views and opinions that we are 
consciously aware of, and which can be 
measured in surveys.

§ Unconscious (implicit) bias: Those views and 
opinions that we may not be aware of. They are 
automa2cally triggered when we encounter 
different people or situa@ons.



Superficial evaluation:
The quality of a person is 
influenced by superficial / 
bodily markers such as looks, 
clothes, accent, tattoos etc.

Expectation bias:
A recruiter’s expectations can be 
higher (or lower) to a specific 
candidate, which results in 
superficial background check

Confirmation bias:
An interviewer has a 
hypothesis about a candidate 
and focuses on getting this 
confirmed

Similarity bias:
We have a tendency to like 
people who are similar to 
ourselves, e.g. people with same 
educaPon, naPonality, socio-
economic status, gender, race, 
sexual orientaPon etc.

Contrast bias:
A person is evaluated in 
comparison with others rather 
than based on neutral criteria

Intuition bias: 
A person is judged based on 

one’s 6th sense or gut feeling

Focus bias:
We focus on one bad quality 

about a person and let it 
overshadow other qualiPes



Much bias training is
inefficient at best—and 
may even create negative
results at worst



Much bias training is
inefficient at best—and 
may even create negative
results at worst

So, the aim is not to 
eradicate bias, but to be 
aware of when and how 
they need to be managed



Bias-blockers

§ AdverPse posiPons (externally)
§ Consider the language used in job adds
§ Anonymise and de-personalize the applicaPons
§ Use an applicaPon for and standardize quesPons
§ Use a diverse hiring commiVee and interview individually
§ Use – and place demands to – head-hunters
§ Build collaboraPons with pipeline insPtuPons such as 

universiPes, high schools & primary schools
§ SoY quotas



Bias-conscious leadership
§ How diverse is your network inner circle? 
§ Seek advice from people you normally don’t ask for advice –

possibly people you know will disagree with you
§ In meetings, ask people’s opinion before you give yours, then 

you minimize that they are influenced by what you say
§ Change the order by which people speak, so you make sure 

that it is not always the same people speaking first
§ Write before talking to reduce group conformity
§ Neutral observer in meetings
§ Ask flip questions to change your perceptions in the moment





From insight to impact.

Gender Bias in Recruiting: Developing a 
Social Practice Perspective
Julia Nentwich, Miriam Baumgärtner, Nilima Choudhury, Verena Witzig

CBS, March 8th 2022
Dr. Verena Witzig



From insight to impact.

If it looks like a duck, 
walks like a duck,
quacks like a duck…



From insight to impact.

If it looks like a manager, 
walks like a manager,
quacks like a manager…
Candidates are evaluated on how 
well they fit the mould of the „Ideal 
Manager“



What do we mean with
bias is a Social Practice?

Bias is not just something we think,
it‘s also something we do



3. März 2022

It’s not just who you are, but also who you are talking to,
and in what context

5

Bias is collaboratively accomplished,
and shaped by hierarchies and organizations 

Münchner Sicherheitskonferenz 2022
zeit.de
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The challenge: Seeing bias and acting upon it
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This requires more than knowledge.
It requires training.



3. März 2022

Research 
metrics

Age, experience 
and potential

Family situation

Co-authorship

Star quality

Perfectionism
Interdisciplinary
Research

We simulate a recruitment process to recognize biased situations
and train to utter critique and resistance

7

The digital format allows for interactive learning
In a risk-free environment
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1. Meeting 2. Meeting 3. Meeting Outcome A

Outcome B

Outcome C 

Outcome D

Outcome E



Test the Tool!

https://diversity-in-altenklangs.ch

https://diversity-in-altenklangs.ch/


A LACANIAN PERSPECTIVE ON BIAS 
IN LANGUAGE: HOW WOMEN 

CAN(NOT) EVER MAKE IT IN 
ACADEMIA

BY ANNA FRANCISKA EINERSEN, FLORENCE VILLESÈCHE & ASTRID 
HUOPALAINEN



LACAN, LANGUAGE AND GENDER

GENDER BIAS AWARENESS TRAINING, SOFTWARE TO DE-BIAS JOB ADDS ETC

ØCURING THE SYMPTOMS. WHAT ABOUT THE ILLNESS? 

GENDER BIAS CONSTITUTES A SIGNIFICANT SOURCE OF INEQUALITY IN ACADEMIA

CF. LACAN: WOMEN IN ACADEMIA ARE FORMED BY AND USE THE LANGUAGE FROM THIS 
CONTEXT AND SEEK TO FULFIL THE DESIRE OF THE MALE, ACADEMIC ‘OTHER’ 

ANALYSIS OF CAREER NARRATIVES – FOCUS ON ADVICE TO JUNIORS



FINDINGS AND PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS

• A PERFORMING SELF VS. A SUPPOSEDLY REAL OR NATURAL FEMININE SELF 

COPY THE MEN, LEAN IN, DON’T SHOW WEAKNESS, PUBLISH

ØSUCCESSFUL WOMEN IN ACADEMIA DISCURSIVELY EXPLAIN HOW THEY SUCCEEDED BY NOT 
BEING LIKE THE OTHER WOMEN

üNEED FOR ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE IN HOW SUCCESS IS DEFINED AND REALIZED

üTHINK OF THIS ALSO IN MENTORING PROGRAMS, TALENT PROGRAMS, ETC

üHAVING WOMEN ROLE-MODELS IS NOT SUFFICIENT (AND CAN STALL DEEPER CHANGE)



8 March 2022

Bias and leadership aspirations: 
Exploring the interaction of gender and 
parental status in self-evaluations
Florence Villesèche, Christina Lundsgaard Ottsen & Minna Paunova
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Would you like to have a job with greater 
leadership responsibilities? 
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Is it your ambition to become a top executive 
in your current workplace or elsewhere?
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ü Behavioral change: feedback e.g. during performance review
ü Flexible work practices offered and encouraged for all
ü Organizational culture: leaders as role-models
ü Lobbying for improved (Danish) parental leave policies

Implications
Self-bias

(internalized bias)

Bias against women leaders
(not mother leaders per se)

Specter of motherhood effect
(Thébaud and Taylor 2021)

Breadwinner effect
(Bear and Glick 2017)



International Women’s Day
Translating research into practice: Interrupting biases to promote diversity
CBS, 8 March 2022

From individual to organisational bias:

A norm-critical proposition for unconscious 
bias intervention in organisations
Bontu Lucie Guschke
PhD Fellow
Dept. of Organization
blg.ioa@cbs.dk

Jannick Friis Christensen, PhD
Postdoctoral Researcher
Dept. of Management, Politics and Philosophy
jfc.mpp@cbs.dk
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• “We are all biased”
• Negative impact on diversity in 

organisations
• Awareness training least effective in 

reducing / eliminating individual bias and 
increasing underrepresented groups

• Fallacious thinking: knowledge of 
something does not necessarily lead to 
doing something about it

Three main problems with current interventions:
1. Ignorant of broader societal power 

structures
2. Detached from specific organisational 

contexts
3. Decoupled from concrete organiational 

action

Unconscious bias and its intervention
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Four main elements:
• KNOWLEDGE
• AWARENESS
• PRACTICE
• ACTION 

How to tackle bias at an organizational level? 



Thank you!



break down

every door they built

to keep you out

and bring all your people with you

Rupi Kaur
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